SIU student 2nd in line for Miss USA

By Kellie Huttes
Daily Egyptian Reporter

After a week-long competition in South Padre Island, Texas, an SIU student walked away with the second runner-up title in the Miss USA Pageant Friday evening. Nichole Holmes, a 20-year-old junior in communication from Marion, was named Miss Photogenic early last week and placed third in the pageant behind the first runner-up, New York’s Shanna Moakler and Miss USA, Julie Swetlik from Texas. An SIUC student walked away with the second runner-up title in the national competition.

The pageant was broadcast on CBS Station WLS-TV-2, which also carried a local commercial Holmes made for Southwestern Exposure, a tanning salon in Marion.

Robin Stecko, owner of the salon, said Holmes has been a patron since the second week of her pageant visit. "This was Nichole’s first actual production and she’ll probably do more for us," she said. "The celebrity appearances traveled to Texas for the national competition.

Inside: Men’s hoops keep tie for 1st in MVC with weekend win against Sycamores — page 16

RAs collaborate with U of Memphis

By Dustin Coleman
Daily Egyptian Reporter

In an effort to exchange ideas and compare operations, seven resident advisers and two assistant area coordinators from the University of Memphis, spent the weekend with SIUC resident advis¬ers. The resident advisers from Memphis, arrived Friday night and left Sunday morning.

The visitors spent Saturday morning in a discussion session with the RA’s from Thompson Point and spent the rest of the day touring Thompson Point, Bolton Towers, University Park and the SIUC campus.

The exchange program was con¬ceived by the Residence Life Staff of Thompson Point, and headed by Jim MacKenzie. MacKenzie, head resident at Feltz Hall and a member of Thompson Point, said everything went better than expected.

"It was a huge success," he said. "Everything went off better than we thought we would."

Foulks unfit to stand trial

By Rob Neff
Daily Egyptian Reporter

A judge ruled Friday that a Carbondale woman charged in the fire deaths of eight children who were left alone is unfit to stand trial.

Camilla Foulks, 25, will now be placed under the care of the Illinois Department of Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities, which will have the option of treating Foulks either on an in-patient or out-patient basis.

Gus Bode

Gus says, A contract for 5:5 straps dress and a high opinion of Hillary Clinton — sounds like a winner to me.

‘Love Your Heart’: Participants involved in the ‘Love Your Heart’ runway take off for a five-mile run Sunday afternoon in front of Pulliam Hall. The race was sponsored by the River to River Runners Club and offered either a five-mile run or a two-mile walk across campus.

O.J. and race: Lecturer talks

By William C. Phillips III
Daily Egyptian Reporter

A nationally-known expert on race and gender issues said differences of race and sex must be recog¬nized if people of color are to rise in the struggle against discrimina¬tion.

Kimberly Williams Crenshaw lectured at the law school auditorium Thursday night, relating issues of race and gender to the situations of O.J. Simpson and Anita Hill.

During the lecture, Crenshaw dis¬cussed the position of Los Angeles Police Department’s Detective Furlan in the O.J. Simpson case. "At beat, the Police Department permitted a discredited officer, who admitted a tendency for vio¬lence, to remain on active duty," she said. "A worst, (LAPD) determined that when a woman expressed hostility toward blacks and Latinos was it change in attitude — and the power of life or death that comes with it."

"The district attorney’s office has to grapple with its past insensitivity to racism in a case that arguably has more to do with it," she said.

Assistant Professor Crenshaw said it's important the black community not be misled into believing that Simpson’s defense team is taking up the banner to fight police brutality.

They are acting on behalf of only one black person, O.J. Simpson," she said.

That is why the issues concerning Furlan are likely to be dropped, she said. "There are numerous hurdles to be crossed in order to prove its rele¬vance to the case," she said.

She said in his case, for example, the Rodney King case, there were willing to accept officers videotaped beat¬ing a suspect.

"It is unlikely that speculation
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A nationally-known expert on race and gender issues said differences of race and sex must be recog¬nized if people of color are to rise in the struggle against discrimina¬tion.

Kimberly Williams Crenshaw lectured at the law school auditorium Thursday night, relating issues of race and gender to the situations of O.J. Simpson and Anita Hill.
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She said in his case, for example, the Rodney King case, there were willing to accept officers videotaped beat¬ing a suspect.

"It is unlikely that speculation
Outgoing Personalities needed to become SPC

Call SIUC Smoking Research Program between 10 am & 5 pm
549-6263
549-3561 549-3527

MEXICAN ARMY EXPERIENCES FIRST CASUALTY —
NUEVA POZA RICA, Mexico—The Mexican army fortified its posi­
tions in 11 towns that were strongholds of the Zapatista National
Liberal Army on Saturday, and authorities confirmed the first army
fighter death, a colonel apparently gunned down in a ambush.
Three helicopters, three combat airplanes, 30 light tanks and 32 armored
cars were deployed to the rebel territory in the southern state of Chiapas,
a spokesman for President Carlos Salinas de Gortari said. A speaker who
was misspelled in a story about the Jackson County Board meeting
regrets the error.

REVOLUTIONARY PARTY AHEAD IN MEXICO POLLS —
MEXICO CITY—President Ernesto Zedillo's party faced in first elec­
toral test since the onset in December of a national economic crisis, as the
National Liberation Party, or PLN, to be trailing the conserva­
tive opposition National Action Party by up to 20 percentage points in
election polls.

NATION

GOP OBSTACLE FOR NOMINATION SUPPORT —
WASHINGTON—R. Samuel Paz is the kind of person President Clinton
promised to put on the bench. He was one of the first Mexican Americans
nominated for a federal judgeship in California. But after Republicans
took control of the Senate, the criticism of Paz from police groups and con­
servative organizations, acquired greater weight. Last month, Clinton
withdrew his support of Paz. White House officials told Sen. Barbara
Boxer, D-Calif., who had recommended both Paz and McConnell to
the nominations.

Entertainment
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Trustees plan $14-million investment in science facilities

By Amanda Estabrook
Daily Egyptian Reporter

SIUC trustees plan to spend over $14 million on two construction projects that will advance the University’s facilities in two SIUC buildings.

The plans call for $15.5 million to renovate laboratories in the J.W. Neeb Science Building and $12.8 million to build an additional wing to the College of Engineering’s Technical Building D.

The trustees have approved plans to turn the 30-year-old teaching facility in Neckers into modern research laboratories. Stive Schnieder, chemistry and biochemistry chairperson, said the building was not built for research even though it has been used as such in the instructional laboratories.

Scheiner said the instructional laboratories are cluttered, but the new research labs will be smaller and allow for easier work.

He also said the renovations will include a new frame hood for the labs, replacing the current hoods which “barely work.” The same hoods are supposed to take out certain amounts of fumes in the air.

He said construction will be done in three phases so that some labs will remain accessible.

He said the new labs will temporarily put a strain on research facilities we love to make. By doing it in phases, everyone can compete as we do now,” he said.

The trustees will recommend that Yangger Architect of Fairview Heights prepare engineering and design documents, but this must still be approved by the Illinois Capital Development Board at its meeting next month.

The Neckers project will cost $1.5 million, of which $734,000 will be raised by a National Science Foundation grant. The rest is expected to come from the Capital Development money, according to a press release.

The J.W. Neeb Science Building project is expected to cost $12.8 million, according to Rockwell Award, said documents could be finished by June and construction could start within the 180-day window.

The Daily Egyptian, Monday, February 13, 1995
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Sax bucks State’s Comiskey subsidy challenged by lawmakers

By Stephanie Moletti
Daily Egyptian Reporter

Three Illinois legislators have proposed to stop state funding for the Chicago White Sox, hoping it may help end the baseball strike.

The legislation would stop about $26 million in revenues to Comiskey Park if the club uses replacement players for the upcoming season, according to State Rep. Terry Dunning, D-Duhok.

“If the season opens with replacement players, the state will not be liable for the bonds,” Deering said.

Under current legislation, Illinois is still responsible for the park’s bond guarantee. Deering said he would like to expect the current bill, but he trusts that will help to end the baseball strike.

“Everyone agrees that that stroke has gone on too long,” Dunning said. “Even my two grade-school sons and 20-year-old daughter and great-grandson are tired of that play and the players. In four years, they will have some other option to play. They will have stepped on that position. Deering said the current legislation states that if White Sox attendance does not meet a profitable level, the team does not have to pay rent to the stadium.

“We’re talking about millions here,” Dunning said. “We’re thinking about $5 to $3 billion in debt by the end of the fiscal year — it’s time to reach this decision.”

Representatives from SIUC were not elected leaders of the United States Information Agency will be able to access these government documents.

One school had a 15-year-old television and a video cassette recorder donated by a citizen and was the bulk of their media department, Foose said. The idea of the meetings was to give them a better idea of where the profession is going; the profession is going to change.

Joe Durrant, Jyo1ika Kelley, and herself to be elected leader of the United Media Project of the United States. However, some students are not interested in the profession.

FACULTY, page 6

Faculty lobby Southeast Asian grant panels for funds

By Jason E. Coyne
Daily Egyptian Reporter

Creating a bridge of ideas and information highway across the globe, four members of SIUC’s faculty recently ventured to Southeast Asia to help developing nations press into the 21st century.

Phase II of a $147,000 grant by the United States Information Agency was an effort by SIUC to promote the prioritization of education and curriculum reform. Each of the Southeast Asian countries visited had a national grants commission that controls the educational foundation for universities.

Faculty members and deans of schools in Southeast Asia recently attended conferences and government figures according to Joe Foose, dean of the college of mass communications and media arts.

Representatives from SIUC were there to facilitate meetings with decision makers and faculty to try and convince them to provide funds for media tools such as computers, cameras and other equipment, he said.

In some schools there is no equipment available for the faculty to practice.

Foose said one school had a 15-year-old television and a video cassette recorder donated by a citizen and was the bulk of their media department. Foose said.

The idea of the meetings was to make sure they could provide donations and sensible internship opportunities, he said. “It was to give them a better idea of what the profession is going to change.”

Fourteen universities were visited in five countries during the 30-day trip. Jim Kelley, Jyo1ika Ramaprasad, Joe Foose and Walter Jachning all represented SIUC in country by country.

“As Usual,” “Splitting Heirs” and “Evening New Plays” slot that was held last March here at SIUC and has been almost sold out by show. Before her work was selected for the Green River, she had only been performing in local locations.

Robinson said she was happy her play was selected but she also felt panicked because the play can be performed only two weeks before finish. “It was very exciting,” Robinson said, “I was nervous because here was two weeks before finish and I was never thought that this play in how long.”

FACULTY, page 6

Three SIUC plays will be performed at Wisconsin fest

By James J. Fares
Ed. Entertainment Editor

Three SIUC plays were performed in the frozen sands of Green Bay, Wis., during competition at the Kennedy Center American Theater Festival.

During January and February, eight Kennedy Center festivals are held nationwide. Illinois belongs in five of these competition festivals.

The festivals are designed to provide an opportunity for schools to display the talent of their students and to view talent from other schools in their region while competing for national awards.

As Usual,” “Splitting Heirs” and “Blind Spot” were all chosen from SIUC to be invited to this year’s festival. As Usual,” as an original work by SIUC student Geryl Robinson, was one of only seven chosen to be presented and one of only two pieces.

Ray Mines and Jonathan Graham, both in the department of theater, said it is not every day that a student’s original play is selected to compete for a national award.

“It’s really, really big honor just to get chosen to go up there. And not if anyone else gets picked on in the competition,” Mines said. “Because there are so many plays that get seen in a year, there’s so much talent involved.”

To judge the plays, a juridicate from another school in the region attends the play at SIUC. The juridicate then witnesses everything that has to do with the production such as lighting, acting, sound quality, set design, special effects and directing.

The juridicate then types up a report and names the play to be performed at the Kennedy Center Festival.

“One thing that is especially neat about this is hardly any of the plays that are selected to be performed were original plays by students,” Graham said.

“At the same time, there were some plays that the juridicate agreed that already exist by professionals, for play by a student to be selected is kind of a bigger deal in a way,” Robinson wrote. “As Usual” for the “Evening New Plays” slot that was held last March here at SIUC and has been almost sold out by show.

Before her work was selected for the Green River, she had only been performing in local locations. All eight of the regional selections are held in January and go on at the same time in different locations.

Robinson said she was happy her play was selected but she also felt panicked because the play can be performed only two weeks before finish. “It was very exciting,” Robinson said, “I was nervous because here was two weeks before finish and I was never thought that this play in how long.”

...
Clinton out of park with baseball strike

WITH HIS POPULARITY RATING SAGGING AND his proposals suffering the wrath of a Republican Congress, it is easy to see why Bill Clinton would want to appeal to the Mom-and-apple-pie constituency with a plan to resolve the baseball strike and guarantee Americans that their national pastime will return this summer. But a federally funded publicity move seems ill-advised and wasteful at best.

The national budget is a nightmare. Congress has threatened to deepen six funding for public broadcasting, the deficit is huge and the debt grows every year. Homeless people sleep in alleys and doorways in cities across the county. AIDS is rampant in our society. Wars are engulfing countries in Europe and Africa. Yet Clinton is wasting time and tax dollars resolving a problem that lies between a handful of overpaid, overexposed jocks and their fat-cat employers.

THE ARGUMENT HAS BEEN MADE THAT THE baseball strike has an enormous economic impact on stadium employees, such as vendors, custodians and ushers. It is an unattainable myth that many blue-collar workers have been and will continue to be victimized by the strike. However, if Clinton wanted to intervene personally in every similar misfortune, he would have no time to fulfill his other presidential duties. Therefore, it would behoove him to stop and help resolve this issue. Gridlock in Washington is as much a national pastime as the game in question. To ask a group of politicians notorious for their cynical stubbornness to co-operate on a matter of conflict resolution is laughable.

THE PEOPLE WHO HOLD THE SOLUTION TO this issue cannot be found on Capitol Hill. They can be found in ragged fields across the country, equipped with battered gloves and paper-cup bases, playing as hard as they can for the sheer joy of playing. It is to the sandlots of their childhoods that players and owners must return if they are to overcome their greed and save the season.

Precautions needed for holiday activity

AS STUDENTS PREPARE FOR THE VALENTINE’S Day festivities, there are safety issues that they should keep in mind. Behaviors such as strolling hand-in-hand with the one you love, kissing and exchanging candy and roses all are safe activities which are associated with this lovers’ holiday. In many cases, sexual intercourse may also play into the day’s celebration, however. With the growing reality of HIV, especially among young adults, students would do well to take proper precautions before having sex as part of the celebration.

Valentine’s Day 1995 is also National Condom Day. If students feel they must have sex on Valentine’s Day, or any other day of the year, it would behoove them to use a condom to reduce the risk of spreading HIV. Last year, 920 deaths of young adults in Illinois, from an age group of 25 to 44 years old, died after contracting HIV. This is enough to remind students that HIV is a deadly threat which is not to be taken lightly.

HIV AND OTHER SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED diseases can be deterred by condom use. However, condoms do not offer absolute protection from such diseases. Before engaging in sexual intercourse, both partners should undergo medical tests for sexually transmitted diseases that is to have sex at all. These are all precautions that, if followed, could enable students to live to celebrate future Valentine’s Days.

Letters to the Editor

Letter writer explains reason behind ‘allusion’ to ban on nitrous oxide

Congratulations Robert Hagerman! You are one of the few who understood my letter on “Ephedrine abuse” as an allusion to the city’s so-called “dope fiend” days.

My reason for writing that letter was not to lash out at my “drug of choice” being banned. Coffee legally speeds the American way! I was trying to point out how stupid the City Council believes us to be. This ban on nitrous is nothing more than a “random tax,” disguised as concern, in order to fatten the city’s coffers.

If someone was desperate enough for a nitrous high, all they would need to do is hold a whipped-cream canister upright and suck out the gas. Should we then fine people for possession of Redd-Whip? The City Council knows their ban won’t really discourage the use of nitrous by some students. I’m sure they do realize the financial rewards for the city by imposing this ban (random taxation) much the same way they map the benefits of parking tickets and underage drinking citations (again random taxes mostly incurred by the students). This is why city officials don’t want to raise the bar age to 21. The more fines paid by students, the less need for property and other tax hikes to pay such projects at the Mill Street underpass.

I came here in spring ‘93, I have seen many instances of University and city officials screw the students in the name of our best interest. SUIC President Guyon’s embigging of WDIB is a good example, but that’s another story.

People, listen up. City Council primary elections are this month. Let’s show these officials that we are tired of being screwed by their “concern” for us! In the words of the immortal Dae Schieder, “We’re not going to take it anymore!”

Michael May
Senior, radio/television

FDA should deal with Ephedrine

In response to Michael May’s article on Wednesday, I am writing to shed some light on the potentially dangerous drug called Ephedrine. Ephedrine is a bronchial dilator (and expectorant). Each tablet contains 25 milligrams of ephedrine and 100 milligrams of pseudoephedrine. It is used to treat asthma-related symptoms. I have noticed that it curbs my seasonal colds better than NyQuil.

However, it has addictive side-effects that (have) made the attention of the FDA. When I called D&E Pharmaceuticals, a distributor of Ephedrine, they told me they doubled the price of the drug due to the investigation to ban Ephedrine from being sold as an over-the-counter drug. Abusers use the drug to catch the adrenaline rush that it provides. Essentially the drug acts like an amphetamine. The high lasts anywhere from four to six hours. It is also addictive. Users build a tolerance when they abuse it. So, if this is your con¬ cern, leave it up to the FDA to take care of this, because the Carbondale City Council is still busy worrying about this year’s Halloween bash.

Daniel Reed

Dawg Pound phrase is profane

I wish to take issue with Chris Wallace and other members of the “Dawg Pound” who claim that the phrase is not profane.

Someone who does not realize that this phrase is profane is completely ignorant and insensitive. Webster’s Dictionary defines profanity as “to denigrate (a thing or person) by a wrongful, unworthy or a vulgar usage.”

I like to inform those who seem to feel this phrase is proper that the derivation of this phrase is a contraction of a longer phrase which deals with a body function during certain types of sexual intercourse. This phrase is meant to be a slur that impugns a person’s sexual orientation. I think many of you know this but are willing to debate or degrade another human being for the sake of the “Saluki spirit.” I feel profound sorrow for those so inclined. This phrase and many others, perhaps even worse, have been creeping into common usage — and yet even by our own Gus Bode. How sad, how sad.

David Lane
Graduate student, agri-business economics

How to submit a letter to the editor:

Monday, February 13, 1995
The music industry is returning to its roots, with bands releasing limited editions of their new music on vinyl, which has become fashionable in a world that grew up with its musical appreciation based on vinyl," Verda said.

"The bands are definitely tapping into a nostalgic desire for them­selfes and the genre that grew up with their music," Mitchell said. "It’s a cause to keep vinyl alive."

The bands currently releasing on vinyl are bands with clout in the industry or independent bands just starting out. Current releases include, among others, Pearl Jam, Kris Kristofferson, the BBC and Van Halen.

Pearl Jam released approximately 1,000 copies of their December 1992 release, “Vitalogy” in December and made the charts at number 55. Verda said Pearl Jam is the first band to make the charts on a vinyl collector.

"The record companies don’t do this to please fans. The labels found out they can make more money by releasing a new album out a week early on vinyl," Verda said. "People will buy the vinyl so they can hear the new release, turn around and buy the CD later for convenience."

"Vinyl will stabilize again. It will be around for awhile."

Vinyl industry back in business

By Krist Dehoney

Daily Egyptian Reporter

The food industry is returning to its roots, with bands releasing limited editions of their new music on vinyl, which has become fashionable in a world that grew up with their musical appreciation based on vinyl," Verda said.

"The bands are definitely tapping into a nostalgic desire for themselves and the genre that grew up with their music," Mitchell said. "It’s a cause to keep vinyl alive."

The bands currently releasing on vinyl are bands with clout in the industry or independent bands just starting out. Current releases include, among others, Pearl Jam, Kris Kristofferson, the BBC and Van Halen.

Pearl Jam released approximately 1,000 copies of their December 1992 release, “Vitalogy” in December and made the charts at number 55. Verda said Pearl Jam is the first band to make the charts on a vinyl collector.

"The record companies don’t do this to please fans. The labels found out they can make more money by releasing a new album out a week early on vinyl," Verda said. "People will buy the vinyl so they can hear the new release, turn around and buy the CD later for convenience."

"Vinyl will stabilize again. It will be around for awhile."

Foulks continued from page 1

Foulks is charged with eight counts of involuntary manslaughter, one count of reckless conduct and one count of endangering the life or health of a child in the Aug. 14 blaze that killed the children. Police said Foulks was suspected to be smoking a cigarette and started the fire, which spread to the building and killed the children.

"The fire was started by children playing with matches or a lighter," said Mitchell. "After a Sept. 12 hearing in the case, Judge William Schwartz found the count of reckless conduct and the count endangering the life or health of a child were filed because prosecutors believed Foulks knew the children had played with matches before the fire."

Both charges are class A misdemeanors and carry a minimum of one year in jail. Involuntary manslaughter is a class 1 felony carrying a penalty of three to seven years in jail per count.

Foulks’ condition will be monitored, reports said. Involuntary manslaughter is a class 1 felony carrying a penalty of three to seven years in jail per count.

"The market is still a niche-oriented phenomenon and it will never compete with the CD," Carleal said. "The market is a niche-oriented phenomenon and it will never compete with the CD."

"The market is still a niche-oriented phenomenon and it will never compete with the CD."
$14 Million continued from page 3

The new 75,000 square-foot wing will house several new labs and departments. It will house the electrical engineering and the computer engineering departments. It could also spawn a new program for the college. James Evans, associate dean of engineering, said there will be a request for a chemical engineering program, which would also be housed by the new wing if approved.

The new wing will also house a combination lab for mechanical engineering, a new computer lab and six research labs that will be used for general purposes, he said.

Faculty continued from page 3

edited and presented to students and faculty at the universities. Topics included ethics in journalism, electronic newspapers and integrated marketing communication, she said.

Kelley said the unique thing about the countries was each of them had free presses. In Pakistan, the last of the government owned newspapers was being sold to private owners, he said.

Kelley said that he and Jaehnig wanted to amend a movie in the theaters are a bit like the Rocky Horror Picture Show with people dancing and singing along to the film, he said.

"Part of the reluctance was because the theaters are run down and many of the theaters are from the lower class," Kelley said. Middle and upper class citizens have access to videotapes and VCR's, he said.

The $14 million is funded by Illinois taxpayers.

"We think we should knock off White Sox Stadium funding," Hoffman said. "When funding for Comiskey Park was first approved, the intent was to provide first-class sports entertainment to Illinois citizens. I do not think the taxpayers want to fund over $26 million each year for a little league baseball stadium!"

Hoffman said $5 million comes from the state sales tax through the University, Illinois program and $9 million is diverted through local government distributive fund.

"The state state authority for a 2% hotel-motel tax for the stadium, which raises $13.5 million," he said. "That's not peanuts."

$14 Million continued from page 3

Mediate continued from page 3

States did not suffer in his attempts to force a resolution to the six-month-old strike. Still, David Cooe, Cecil Fielder, Tony Glavine and Jay Bell—the four players under contract who accompanied union officials to the execution—said a new economic statement by their very presence in the Roosevelt Room. The union's executive committee, should they choose to return to uniform this season, would be in excess of $4.5 million each.

The progress made by SIUC has eroded and outside influence is cor­"ated in the region, he said.

Kelley said that he and Jaehnig submit a proposal to go back and presented a report to the governors and ideas in the future, Foote said.

The unique thing about the countries was each of them had free presses. In Pakistan, the last of the government owned newspapers was being sold to private owners, Foote said.

Kelley said the unique thing about the countries was each of them had free presses. In Pakistan, the last of the government owned newspapers was being sold to private owners, he said.

Kelley said that he and Jaehnig wanted to amend a movie in the theaters are a bit like the Rocky Horror Picture Show with people dancing and singing along to the film, he said.

"Part of the reluctance was because the theaters are run down and many of the theaters are from the lower class," Kelley said. Middle and upper class citizens have access to videotapes and VCR's, he said.

The $14 million is funded by Illinois taxpayers.

"We think we should knock off White Sox Stadium funding," Hoffman said. "When funding for Comiskey Park was first approved, the intent was to provide first-class sports entertainment to Illinois citi­zens. I do not think the taxpayers want to fund over $26 million each year for a little league baseball stadium!"

Hoffman said $5 million comes from the state sales tax through the University, Illinois program and $9 million is diverted through local government distributive fund.

"The state state authority for a 2% hotel-motel tax for the stadium, which raises $13.5 million," he said. "That's not peanuts."

$14 Million continued from page 3
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It will house the electrical engi­neering and the computer engineering departments. It could also spawn a new program for the college. James Evans, associate dean of engineering, said there will be a request for a chemical engineering program, which would also be housed by the new wing if approved.

The new wing will also house a combination lab for mechanical engineering, a new computer lab and six research labs that will be used for general purposes, he said.

Kelley said that he and Jaehnig wanted to amend a movie in the the­aters are a bit like the Rocky Horror Picture Show with people dancing and singing along to the film, he said.

"Part of the reluctance was because the theaters are run down and many of the theaters are from the lower class," Kelley said. Middle and upper class citizens have access to videotapes and VCR's, he said.

The $14 million is funded by Illinois taxpayers.

"We think we should knock off White Sox Stadium funding," Hoffman said. "When funding for Comiskey Park was first approved, the intent was to provide first-class sports entertainment to Illinois citi­zens. I do not think the taxpayers want to fund over $26 million each year for a little league baseball stadium!"

Hoffman said $5 million comes from the state sales tax through the University, Illinois program and $9 million is diverted through local government distributive fund.

"The state state authority for a 2% hotel-motel tax for the stadium, which raises $13.5 million," he said. "That's not peanuts."
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States did not suffer in his attempts to force a resolution to the six-month-old strike. Still, David Cooe, Cecil Fielder, Tony Glavine and Jay Bell—the four players under contract who accompanied union officials to the execution—said a new economic statement by their very presence in the Roosevelt Room. The union's executive committee, should they choose to return to uniform this season, would be in excess of $4.5 million each.

The progress made by SIUC has eroded and outside influence is cor­ered in the region, he said.

Kelley said that he and Jaehnig submit a proposal to go back and presented a report to the governors and ideas in the future, Foote said.

The unique thing about the countries was each of them had free presses. In Pakistan, the last of the government owned newspapers was being sold to private owners, Foote said.

Kelley said the unique thing about the countries was each of them had free presses. In Pakistan, the last of the government owned newspapers was being sold to private owners, he said.

Kelley said that he and Jaehnig wanted to amend a movie in the theaters are a bit like the Rocky Horror Picture Show with people dancing and singing along to the film, he said.

"Part of the reluctance was because the theaters are run down and many of the theaters are from the lower class," Kelley said. Middle and upper class citizens have access to videotapes and VCR's, he said.

The $14 million is funded by Illinois taxpayers.

"We think we should knock off White Sox Stadium funding," Hoffman said. "When funding for Comiskey Park was first approved, the intent was to provide first-class sports entertainment to Illinois citi­zens. I do not think the taxpayers want to fund over $26 million each year for a little league baseball stadium!"

Hoffman said $5 million comes from the state sales tax through the University, Illinois program and $9 million is diverted through local government distributive fund.

"The state state authority for a 2% hotel-motel tax for the stadium, which raises $13.5 million," he said. "That's not peanuts."
DNA settles trial

Los Angeles Times

Brian Piszczek was behind bars for four years because a rape victim had been wrong. She identified him as the man who attacked her in her darkened Cleveland living room. Even though the description she initially gave police did not match Piszczek’s, she later became convinced that he was the rapist. The two had met once before.

During the trial four years ago, the victim was as she recounted the rape in brutal detail. Piszczek was released last September after a group of New York lawyers took an interest in his case and arranged for a DNA test. "I just want to settle down now and start a family," said Piszczek.

Killer’s ID wrong

Los Angeles Times

Timothy Hennis, 36, was sentenced to die in 1986 for savage slaying of a young mother and her two girls in their home in a small North Carolina town. A witness’s testimony and other circumstantial evidence implicated Hennis in the rape and first-degree murder.

But none of the evidence in the house implicated Hennis. The semen, the bloody shoe print, the pubic hair were all shown to have been left at the scene by the true killer. The police found. Hennis, who was convicted of first-degree murder, was acquitted in a second trial.

During the trial four years ago, the victim wept as police identified him as the rapist. She later became convinced that he was the rapist. The two had met once before.

During the trial four years ago, the victim was as she recounted the rape in brutal detail. Piszczek was released last September after a group of New York lawyers took an interest in his case and arranged for a DNA test. "I just want to settle down now and start a family," said Piszczek.

OJ trial jurors learn art of poker face

Panel’s impassivity sparks scrutiny

Los Angeles Times

In reality, they were looking dispassionately at the pictures on a television monitor placed out of sight, near the floor of the jury box. There are exceptions.

One juror almost imperceptibly rolled his eyes and another soundlessly checked when a witness seemed to suggest that a black man should not have been on a sidewalk after dark in the Los Angeles suburb of Brentwood where the slayings occurred.

And the group broke into laughter when Superior Court Judge Lance A. Baker suggested during questioning of a witness with a hearing aid that he could use such a device to tune out the proceedings.

But such outbursts are the exception, not the rule.

And the enigmatic behavior of the jurors has fueled even greater scrutiny. They are watched and commented upon constantly by those lucky enough to have scored assigned courtroom seats.

When a juror arrived in court after a weekend break with a new hard drive, they went from braids to a bouffant-type style. It was the talk of the lunch break in the courthouse newsroom set up especially for the trial.

When another juror carried a briefcase into the courtroom for the first time, reporters asked each other what it meant. Even though no one had the slightest idea what, if anything, was inside.

ATTENTION GRADUATES

Graduation week is
Feb.13-17 at the
University Bookstore.
Order your cap, gown, announcements, and rings.

Representatives from Collegiate Cap & Gown, Artcarved, and C & B Barr. Announcement Co. will be available Mon. - Fri. 9:00 - 4:00.
April 1st is the absolute last day to place orders.

VALENTINE'S DAY
Enjoy This Auspicious Day with a Candlelit Dinner at ORIENTAL FOODS
457-8184
K-Mart Plaza, Carbondale

LOWEST PRICES OF THE YEAR
$249
$299
ARTCARVED

University Bookstore Student Center
Two hours after the guests arrived, they had the chance to see the Thompson Block's resident assistants in action.

Mark Holmes, a resident assistant at Pierce Hall, said they were making their rooms when they made an alcoholic punch.

"They saw how we handled the situation," he said. "They thought everything went smooth, and they were surprised how quick we had it finalized."

During the discussion session, both groups talked about and compared their procedures in conducting resident life, MacKenzie said. "There was no set structure," he said. "A lot of it was spontaneous conversation."

MacKenzie said the residents could benefit by this program by being able to see the differences in the operations.

"We wanted to give our resident assistants a chance to get different ideas and to improve by that," he said. "I would like to do this again next year with another institution."

Next weekend a group of RA's from Thompson Point will travel to Memphis to see their operations in action, and MacKenzie said he is looking forward to the trip to Memphis.

"We have heard their ideas and now we get to see them in action," he said. "And now that we have met, I am looking forward to going even more."

Matt Dowland, a resident assistant at Feliz Hall, said the experience was educational and worth the effort.

"It was interesting to see how different the schools operate," he said. "We have some ideas they gave us that we would like to use."

Phil Gasmano, an area assistant coordinator at the University of Memphis said there is an amazing big difference between residence systems of the two universities.

"We don't have co-ed resident halls, they are either all male or female," he said.

When California Waves personnel saw the advertisement, they called Stefko and began talking about including Holmes in their swim wear catalog and posters.

"I don't think the winning has gone to Nichole's head, she's really friendly and we can't wait to have her back," she said.

"Hopefully she can cut the ribbon next week when the business moves.Holmes began competing in further degradation and psychic assaults that we are sure to receive if we speak out and resist," she said.

she said. "We both have good systems, and we want to take the best of both and incorporate them."

"The job is the same in that we are supposed to develop a community, and develop the student's moral."

Robin Swiftford, assistant area coordinator from the University of Memphis said though the systems are different the role of the RA's are basically the same.

"The job is the same in that we are supposed to develop a community, and develop the student's moral," she said.

"But it is just different in the way the procedures are carried out."
WASHINGTON — In the weeks before the November election, the National Republican Senatorial Committee contributed $175,000 to the Right to Life Committee, federal election records show.

The contributions came at a time when the Senate committee knew it had a big problem: the senators it was trying to elect had contributed $175,000 to the Right to Life Committee, federal election records show.

WASHINGTON — When the new Republican Congress took over this year, leaders of the Christian right changed their strategy. They are no longer seeking to influence presidential candidates. Instead, they want to help the new Congress with its own agenda. They believe that the new Congress has more people who are sympathetic to their issues, and many of the new members of Congress in fact were elected with the help of the Christian right.

The 33-year-old Ralph Gramm, R-Va., has become to the Republicans what George Meany and the AFL-CIO used to be to the Democrats. He is a powerful force of grassroots organizing, financing, manpower and votes — and is the driving force of a movement on its own.

The creation of the nomination of Dr. Henry Foster Jr. as surgeon general is the most important event in the Christian right's agenda of its own.

The Christian right has always been a source of grass-roots organizing, financing, manpower and votes — and is the driving force of a movement on its own.

But no more.
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The Christian right intends to push its new friends on Capitol Hill.
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WASHINGTON — When the new Republican Congress took over this year, leaders of the Christian right changed their strategy. They are no longer seeking to influence presidential candidates. Instead, they want to help the new Congress with its own agenda. They believe that the new Congress has more people who are sympathetic to their issues, and many of the new members of Congress in fact were elected with the help of the Christian right.

The 33-year-old Ralph Gramm, R-Va., has become to the Republicans what George Meany and the AFL-CIO used to be to the Democrats. He is a powerful force of grassroots organizing, financing, manpower and votes — and is the driving force of a movement on its own.
COLLEGE STUDENTS EARN money by college 1-800-530-8179 Ask for Rick.
ALL COLLEGE STUDENTS Need this service in your area.
WANTED:板HEAD CHAMBERLAIN for an exclusive
BoardRoom when president calls.
Guadalajara, Mexico (919) 729-4299 and
141025.
CRUISE SHIPS WANTED
from big $$$ & FREE world travel
(Caribbean, Europe, Hawaii, etc.)
Send
personal inquiries. No agency people.
Guadalajara, Mexico (919) 729-4299 and
141025.
NEED INCOME WANTED!
Widows, orphans, and personal
business for some money in those areas.
Call for info. Pub. 2.25.95.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
FAST CASH FOR SPREE BREAK,
money, now own business, no obligations.
Mississippi 833-7384.
PO Box 117, McCain, MS 38646.
COLLEGE STUDENTS EARN money by college 1-800-530-8179 Ask for Rick.
EAST CASH $$$ (217) 327-3350
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
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SINGLE SLICES  by Peter Kokalis

Oh, man. This is going to be worse than I thought.

Calvin and Hobbes  by Bill Watterson

Is that it? Strange how smells are to describe, but we can't describe them.

Mother Goose and Grimm  by Mike Peters

Junior, most kids always make that slurping noise when you get to the bottom?

Mixed Media  by Jack Ohman


Valentine's Day Candlelight Bowl

Tuesday, February 14, 7-11 pm

Spend Valentine's Day with a friend or special someone bowling by candlelight at the SIUC Student Center Bowling & Billiards. Treat yourself to a game and that special someone bowls for free (not including shoes).

SIUC Library Affairs and Intramural-Recreational Sports 4th Annual Information Fair & Open House

"The Library is coming to YOU!"

SIUC Library Affairs in cooperation with University of Southern Indiana's Center for Learning & Information Services and the Campus Bookstore.

Internet Demos - Prizes - Contests - Eats

Wednesday, February 15, 1995

3:00 - 7:00 p.m.

Recreation Center Climbing Wall

"The Library is coming to YOU!"
Sycamores continued from page 16

"Hawkins has really improved his game. (Tulio) Tucker makes good things happen for us on defense and Paul Lusk comes to win every night. We've got a pretty good perimeter game because we have so many guys who can put the ball on the floor - we just have to get stronger at our inside game." - P.J. Edwards

The Salukis drew 11 fouls and turned on the kick. "Kristin Heinichen really turned it on and turned on the kick and I said I really had to turn on the kick," Homers, who time was 2:26:84, said.

The Salukis have room for improvement, particularly in the triple jump, where the Sycamores drew seven points from normally reliable Joe Williamson, who scratched on all three attempts. Indiana State may have capitalized most from the shot put by scoring the top three finishes which was good for 24 points.

"Some of them (the Saluki shot putters) actually had more points from the shot put than from the three-point range," Debro said. "It's just that our personal bests are not as good as their personal bests."

The Sycamores also got first-place finishes from Kristin Daniels in the 400-meter run, Deborah Dachler in the 5,000-meter run, and LaTonya Morrison in the 55 meter hurdles.

The Salukis will remain home this weekend before heading off to Illinois St. for the conference meet.

Invite continued from page 16

of the most exciting races of the season - the senior defeated Sycamore sophomore Kristin Heinichen for first-place by six one-hundreds of a second in the 1,000 meter dash.

Homers, who won the mile run earlier in the day, seemed considerably ahead at the beginning of the race and it looked as if he would rack up his second first-place finish, but a last lap burst from Heinichen made the race much closer than anticipated.

"Kristin Heinichen really turned it on and turned on the kick and I said I really had to turn on the kick," Homers, who time was 2:26:84, said.

The Salukis have room for improvement, particularly in the triple jump, where the Salukis failed to seven points from normally reliable Joy Williamson, who scratched on all three attempts. Indiana State may have capitalized most from the shot put by scoring the top three finishes which was good for 24 points.

"Some of them (the Saluki shot putters) actually had more points from the shot put than from the three-point range," Debro said. "It's just that our personal bests are not as good as their personal bests."

The Sycamores also got first-place finishes from Kristin Daniels in the 400-meter run, Deborah Dachler in the 5,000-meter run, and LaTonya Morrison in the 55 meter hurdles.

The Salukis will remain home this weekend before heading off to Illinois St. for the conference meet.

Magic Show & Storytelling
Featuring Dwight Simmons
Monday, February 13, 10 am
Auditorium

Arts & Crafts Exhibition
Monday, February 13, 10:30 am - 3 pm
International Lounge & Hall of Fame

Proclamation of International Week
Featuring Gospel Singer Matt
Thompson and the SHUC School of Music Percussion Group
Monday, February 13, 12 pm
Hall of Fame

Tax Seminar
Monday, February 13, 3 pm
Renissance Room

Food Fair
Tuesday, February 14, 11:30 am - 1:30 pm
Ballrooms A & B

Like Water for Chocolate
(Movie)
Wednesday & Thursday, February 15 & 16, 7 & 9:30 pm
Auditorium

Martial Arts Demonstration
Wednesday, February 15, 12 pm
Roma Room

Lecture by
Dr. Richard Keeling
Shared Investments &
the Power of Caring
Health & Community in the 20th Century
Thursday, February 16, 8 pm
Auditorium
Co-Sponsored by the Wellness Center

Round 4: The Ongoing Conflict
Ladies wanting to enter: 549-1395

International Bullet
Saturday, February 18, 5 pm
Renissance Room

Fashion Show
Saturday, February 18, 7 pm
Ballrooms

International Programs & Services Reception
Sunday, February 19, 2 pm
Galley Lounge

Cultural Show
Sunday, February 19, 2 pm
Ballrooms

Licensed by the International Student Center & International Programs & Services.

For more information call 652-3437.
**Track**

continued from page 16

we’re moving in the right direction and things are coming together. Hopefully, we’ll come fully together by the conference meet.

Saturday’s shift in performance by the Salukis ended re-aligned Cornell’s attitude, which had been negative during the recent slump.

“No more negative stuff,” he said. “It’s all positive stuff from here on out.”

SIUC’s most thrilling first-place output came from its distance medley relay team which edged out Indiana State’s quartet by .03 seconds.

As usual the Salukis had their way in the long-distance competitions. Stelian Mermont’s won the 3,000 meter run by 43 seconds and Neill Enstrom came away with first-place in the 1,000 meter run.

Jerome Kazi gave the Salukis a first place finish by scoring his season-best in the triple jump.

The Salukis will host the non-scored USA Open in the Rec Center Saturday before heading off to Illinois State for the conference championship Feb. 25.

---

**Eastern**

continued from page 16

Saluki diver Rob Siracusa continued his strong performances this season by taking firsts in both the 1-meter and 3-meter performances for the men’s squad.

Josh Mulvihill made the qualifications for the NCAA, placing first in the 1-meter competition, while Karla Gerlach placed first in the 3-meter event.

The meet against EIU was the last regular season competition for SIUC, and the senior swimmers of the squad were honored during the break in the action.

SIUC coaches’ veterans Amy Gende, Camille Hammond and Sarah Schmitt-Köfer on the women’s side by giving them each a crystal clock, picture frame, rose and balloons.

Gende, who placed third in the 3-meter dive, has been the oldest on the diving team since her sophomore year.

“Having come in as a walk-on, I’ve struggled to make it all four years,” Gende said. “That’s really a good feeling to be finishing my career. I’ve made a lot of friends and good memories in the way, and it’s neat to be able to look back on it.”

---

**Freedom From Smoking**

Now is the time and this is the group for the smoker who is serious about quitting.

Participants can expect three major benefits: encouragement, a structured program, and group support. YOU CAN DO IT!

Co-sponsored with the American Lung Association.

Meet Mondays for seven weeks, beginning: February 13, from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m.

Activity Room D, Student Center.

For further information, call 455-3563.

---

**WHAT NEXT?**

---

**ISU continued from page 16**

half.

“We really played well,” Scott said. “That’s about as well as we can play both defensively and offensively.

“We like this lineup and I think we’re going to stay with it and refine what we are doing now.”

In addition to Hareff’s 22, Karla McClendon scored 16 points, Jefferson added 15 and Jannette Sumrall chipped in with 13.

The Redbirds were led by Michele Vickey’s 17 points.

SIUC leaped into a fourth-place tie with Creighons as 7-4 is the Illinois Valley Conference meet and improved its overall record to 12-7, while Illinois State drops to 5-8 in league play and 9-12 overall.

The Saluki women will try to make it three wins in a row, when SIUC hosts Indiana State tonight at the Arena.

Tippoff is at 7:05 p.m.
Salukis' shooting roasts Redbirds 

By Doug Duro

Daily Egyptian Reporter

It was over as soon as it began. The SIUC women's basketball team came out firing and shot down the Indiana State Redbirds, 92-65, Saturday at the Arena.

The Salukis went on a 23-4 run during the first half and ended Illinois State's four-game winning streak.

Illinois State head coach Jill Hutchinson said that the Salukis were unstoppable, especially freshman guard Carli Hassell.

"They (SIUC) were extremely impressive," she said. "I thought they shot the ball with great poise and they were absolutelyоваре. (Carli) Hassell shot us out of the gym in the first half."

Hassell led the Salukis with 22 points including a 6-of-9 shooting clip from beyond the three-point line.

SIUC women's head coach Cindy Stein said Hassell has shown flashes of greatness this season despite playing with some human point guards.

Cindy Stein said Hassell has shown flashes of greatness this season despite playing with some human point guards. "She really is very talented and I think pleasantly surprised that she has blossomed as a player, that's what you really bring out of us in practice by simplifying the offense and concentrating on defense."

Another key to SIUC recent success is the play of Cheryl Jefferson, who started her second game in a row. In addition to her 15 points, she added four rebounds and three assists.

"I know I can play better, but right now I'm just happy with the way I'm playing and I will keep working harder," Jefferson said.

The Salukis shot 51 percent from the field against the Redbirds, which was their highest shooting percentage of the season. The Salukis also dominated the offensive end forcing 23 ISU turnovers, including 18 in the first half.

IU SU, page 15

Sports

Dawgs win 87-76, keep pace with Tulsa in MVC

By Grant Deady

Daily Sports Editor

SIUC wiped its Reeboks on Missouri Valley Conference door as Indiana State entered Saturday as the Salukis trampled to an 87-76 road victory.

The Salukis (6-15, 2-11) kept it close through the first 26 minutes of action, while the Dawgs (14-6, 7-5) won by 11 points at the end of the first half. The Dawgs (17-6, 10-3) went on a 16-3 run in the 14 minute mark of the second half, sparked by three-pointers from Ian Stewart and one from Shane Hawkins to stomp out any hopes for Salukis upset.

SIUC coach Rich Herrin said his team was able to put together one of their best offensive attacks of the season against an ISU team that's better than its record indicates.

"Our ball movement was very good and we did a good job of picking up the open man on the back-door cuts," he said. "Indiana State is the best 2-11 team in the league. They have four or five seniors back and it's not an easy place to play."

SIUC forward Chris Carr added another chapter to his storybook season as the Salukis moved into second place in MVC standings and JSU is at the third-place Missouri Valley Conference door.

The Dawgs (17-6, 10-3) went on a 16-3 run in the 14 minute mark of the second half, sparked by three-pointers from Ian Stewart and one from Shane Hawkins to stomp out any hopes for Salukis upset.

The Salukis declined men's long slumber over

By David Vingren

Daily Egyptian Reporter

Saluki men's track coach Bill Cornell called Saturday's Saluki Invitational at the Recreation Center a good yard stick for measuring his team before the conference meet. But Cornell may be laying the right yard stick for measuring his team before the conference meet.

"This meet shows we're moving in the right direction (and) things are coming together," Bill Cornell said.

"We're on our way up," Cornell said. "This meet shows we're moving in the right direction (and) things are coming together." Bill Cornell said.

"We're on our way up," Cornell said. "This meet shows we're moving in the right direction (and) things are coming together."

"We don't think the (loss) will set us back at all," Debro said. "I think it only pushes us to work harder. It's good to go into a meet being an underdog. If were a two or three seed, we can prove everybody wrong."

As for the remainder of the competition, Mississippi State finished a distant third with 101 points, which put the Sycamores and Salukis in a mini-meet of their own.

"It's a kind of psychological boost for us, but Southern still has a very good chance to win the meet," Indiana St. head coach Ben Woodard said.

"The Salukis weren't exactly walking from the loss. In fact, they could use it as a psychological advantage of their own."

Women lose to Indiana State, 151-141

By David Vingren

Daily Egyptian Reporter

Indiana State's 151-141 win over SIUC at Saturday's nine-team SIUC Invite hardly guarantees the Sycamores will finish ahead of the Salukis at the conference meet two weeks from now.

"All we need to do is a little line-up change," assistant coach Tina Debro said. "I know we can rise to the occasion."

"I know we can rise to the occasion," assistant coach Tina Debro said. "All we need to do is a little line-up change."

"I think their team is good yard stick for measuring his team over, State may be neck-and-neck for MVC title."

By Cynthia Sheets

Daily Egyptian Reporter

The Saluki seniors made a strong showing last Saturday against the Panthers of Eastern Illinois, as both the SIUC men's and women's swimming teams posted on. The SIUC men's squad topped Eastern Illinois 156-94, while the men's team captured its meet title with a 170-80 victory over the Saluki women, who grabbed first place finishes in three events, including the 100-yard butterfly, 200-yard breaststroke and the 400-yard individual medley.

Chris Pelant won three events as well, capturing the 1,000-yard freestyle, 100-yard freestyle and the 100-yard backstroke.

In the women's events, Saluki senior Camille Hammond captured first in the 200-yard freestyle, which was only a second off her time from the MVC Championships.

Saluki swimmer Thesis Davis was in top form, as the junior won the 200-yard butterfly, the 400-yard individual medley and was part of the Saluki 200-yard medley relay team.
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